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Abstract—Next generation sequencing technologies have been
successfully applied to HIV-infected patients in order to obtain
the mutational spectrum of heterogeneous viral populations
within individuals, known as quasispecies. However, the metage-
nomics problem of quasispecies sequence reconstruction from
next generation sequencing reads is not-yet widely applied in
current practice and remains an emerging area of research.
Furthermore, the majority of research methodology in HIV
has focused on 454 sequencing, while many next-generation
sequencing platforms are limited to shorter read lengths relative
to 454 sequencing. Little work has been done in determining how
best to address the read length limitations of other platforms.

The approach described here incorporates graph representa-
tions of both read differences and read overlap to conservatively
determine the regions of the sequence with sufficient variability
to separate quasispecies sequences. Within these tractable regions
of quasispecies inference, we use constraint programming to
solve for an optimal quasispecies subsequence determination via
vertex coloring of the conflict graph, a representation which also
lends itself to data with non-contiguous reads such as paired-end
sequencing.

We demonstrate the utility of the method by successfully
applying it to simulations based on actual intra-patient clonal
HIV-1 sequencing data.

Index Terms—HIV; quasispecies; virology; graph coloring;
constraint programming;

I. INTRODUCTION

Viral genome sequencing has been central to the study and

treatment of HIV. The use of sanger Sequencing and resistance

mutation profiles are now part of the standard of care in

determining initial treatment regimens for new patients and

optimizing changes upon treatment failure [1]–[3]. Databases

of global sequences have been established [4]–[6] to serve as

both basic science and clinical tools. In our own work we have

used these databases to study the impact of different genetic

backgrounds on the evolution of HIV-1 drug resistance [7]–[9].

As such, the field of HIV drug resistance is an ongoing case

study of how sequencing data and molecular epidemiology can

have a direct role in research and clinical practice.

However, the standard sequencing approach also has limita-

tions. The high rate of viral turnover [10] and the error-prone

viral genome replication process [11] lead to an intra-patient

viral population that consists of genetically distinct subpopu-

lations [12]–[14]. Thus the viral population is often described

as a quasispecies [15]. Viral populations that circulate at low

levels, termed minor variants, are clinically relevent because

drug-resistant subpopulations may be selected upon treatment

[16]–[18]. These minor variants are often undetectable using

standard sequencing protocols. Specialized techniques such

as clonal and single genome sequencing (SGS) have been

developed to obtain sequences of minor variant subpopulations

within patients [19]–[22]. SGS, in particular, was designed to

address and minimize sequencing artifacts such as recombi-

nation of qusispecies sequences during PCR [19]. However,

these methods require significant expertise and investment.

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) is a term applied to a

variety of recent sequencing platforms which sequence sam-

ples at high depth of coverage at relatively low monetary and

training cost. The depth of coverage allows for the detection of

minority variant subpopulations with prevalences < 20% [19].

Its application to HIV has been an active area of research in

recent years [18], [23]–[28]. Nevertheless, in most research

settings, NGS data have primarily been applied in a restricted

manner - reads are mapped to an HIV-1 reference genome

and the mutational composition of each sequence position is

examined independently. Determination of mutational linkage

and the reconstruction of the quasispecies population spectra

remain active areas of research. Analysis tools to address these

problems will aid in our ability to understand and interpret

the vast amounts of data produced when applying these new

sequencing technologies to HIV.

A. Reconstruction of Quasispecies Sequences

Any two virus particles with differing genomes may be con-

sidered as originating from genotypically distinct subpopula-

tions. However, this view of quasispecies subpopulations is not

especially useful in practice since it is relatively uncommon

for viral sequencing to examine full genomes.

More commonly, the genotypes of interest are described

by a subset of medically-relevant sequence positions. For

example, studies of HIV drug resistance may focus on pol

gene sequences. One may further project this set of genotypes
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into a smaller subset of sequence positions, such as the set

of reverse transcriptase genotypes, or the set of genotypes

with respect to a set of known drug resistance mutations. In

general, the number of distinct genotypes in the subsequence

is always fewer than the number of genotypes within the larger

sequence.

The quasispecies reconstruction problem is to construct a

representation of the spectrum of underlying subpopulation

sequences from the partial information provided by sequencing

reads. Sequencing reads represent a random sampling of a

fragment of one of the underlying quasispecies sequences.

Quasispecies reconstruction is closely related to haplotype as-

sembly - the construction of haplotypes of a diploid organism

from sequencing read fragments. A few approaches to quasi-

species reconstruction have been proposed thus far [29]–[32],

each of which has introduced mathematical representations

which have provided new insights on the problem. Related

problems have also arisen in genome assembly [33]–[39] and

metagenomics [40]. The bipartition approach to haplotype

assembly [41], [42] served as an inspiration for the approach

taken in this paper.

Due to the complex error profile of next generation sequenc-

ing, error correction is a chief concern. Errors and biases arise

for a multitude of reasons, including recombination during

PCR, selection of primers, and sequence-specific errors [43]–

[45]. Successful quasispecies reconstruction requires robust

error correction in addition to reconstruction algorithms. At-

tempts to address these errors include both analysis approaches

[23], [44] as well as tagging protocols [46].

Although robust error correction procedures are an impor-

tant step in applying any method in practice, the focus of the

current study is to present a different approach to represen-

tation and quasispecies reconstruction. The approach is influ-

enced by practical motivations - conservative reconstruction in

the presence of shorter reads and the need for representations

which encompass non-contiguous reads. Non-contiguous reads

include paired-end sequencing and some third generation

sequencing technologies [47]. While the majority of next-

generation sequencing research in the HIV field has focused

on Roche 454 Sequencing, Illumina sequencing platforms are

more widely available. One challenge in interpreting Illumina

reads is that reads are generally shorter - ranging from 35bp

contiguous reads to 2x150bp paired-end reads. By contrast,

454 sequencing reads currently can range from 400bp to

800bp. With shorter reads, there may be conserved regions

of the genome which are not spanned by any read regardless

of the depth of coverage. An objective of our approach is

to conservatively determine where subpopulation sequence

distinctions are well defined by the data and to reconstruct

subsequences if reconstruction on the larger sequence is in-

determinate and likely to introduce false recombinants. Our

approach is to use a representation which reflects the relative

tractability of different regions of the sequence and focus on

reconstructions where there are data to support it.

II. METHOD

As suggested in the introduction, we adopt a slightly

different problem formulation than previous approaches to

quasispecies reconstruction:

QUASISPECIES SUBSEQUENCE RECONSTRUCTION PROB-

LEM. Given a set of reads r1, ..., rn, find subsets of reads
where quasispecies sequence distinctions can be inferred while
minimizing the introduction of false recombinants. Within these
read subsets, partition reads into a parsimonious generating
set of subsequences.

Our approach was motivated by the problem that short read

lengths can render full-length reconstructions undecideable

and a method which produces too many false recombinants

will not be useful for researchers. Furthermore, there is a

need for representations which allow for non-contiguous reads.

A summary of our approach to this problem is outlined in

Algorithm 1. The algorithm and simulations were implemented

in C++ in conjunction with the Gecode constraint program-

ming library [48]. Details of the method are described in the

following sections.

Algorithm 1 QColors

Map reads to the reference sequence

Construct conflict Gc = (V,Ec) and overlap Go = (V,Eo)
graphs

Determine connected subgraphs of Go and Gc using a

Depth-first traversal

for each connected subgraph G(V ′
o , E

′
o) in Go do

for each connected subgraph G(V ′
c , E

′
c) in Gc do

Define the neighborhood conflict graph, G(V ′, E′)
with V ′ = V ′

o ∩ V ′
c and E′ = {(vi, vj) ∈ E′

c : vi ∈
V ′ ∧ vj ∈ V ′}
Find a homomorphic reduction G(V ′, E′) → H
Find maximal cliques of H
Solve for the optimal coloring (QS sequence assign-

ment) of H with clique and pairwise constraints

end for
end for

A. Read Mapping

Reconstruction of quasispecies spectra differs from more

generic metagenomics problem formulations [40] since a

well-defined reference genome for all sequence fragments is

available. A scanning analysis of the HXB2 HIV-1 reference

genome [49] shows that 95% of reads can be uniquely mapped

to the full genome using k-mers as short as 10bp. Since

mapping is generally not a significant source of error for

virus sequences due to their short genome length, mapping

is assumed to be unambiguous for the purpose of these

simulations.

With sufficiently high coverage depth, the identity of

sequence characters which exhibit no variation across the

quasispecies spectrum can be easily obtained directly from

the mapped reads. Thus the remaining problem is to assign
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reads with sequence variation to an appropriate quasispecies

sequence.

B. The Overlap Graph and the Conflict Graph

We can represent relationships between reads as two com-

plementary graphs - the overlap graph and the conflict graph.

A read conflict occurs when two reads have inconsistent

sequences within an overlapping region. The conflict graph is

defined as Gc = (V,Ec) consisting of vertices, V , representing

reads and edges, Ec, with pairs of vertices connected by an

edge eij iff reads represented by vertices vi and vj overlap

and conflict.

The overlap graph is defined as Go = (V,Eo) consisting of

the same set of vertices V (again representing reads) and edges

Eo which represent consistent (non-conflicting) relationships

between overlapping reads. Pairs of vertices, vi and vj are

connected by an edge eij iff reads represented by the vertices

sufficiently overlap and do not conflict. An input parameter

is used to determine the minimum number of overlapped

positions between two reads for an edge to exist. This input

parameter affects the conservativeness of the reconstruction

procedure, and should be as high as the sequencing parameters

(coverage, insert sizes) allow.

Unlike the overlap graph, there is no minimum number of

overlapped positions required for a conflict graph edge because

a conflict invalidates the possibility that two reads originate

from the same quasispecies sequence, while agreement be-

tween reads does not prove that they originate from the same

quasispecies sequence (roughly speaking, conflicts are deduc-

tive evidence while overlaps can be viewed as inductive or

abductive evidence). While the objective here is to describe the

reconstruction approach rather than error correction strategies,

for experimentally-derived data, the error profile should be

used to suggest a less-stringent conflict definition (e.g. more

than one mutation between reads).

In the limit that reads span the entire sequence, Gc will be

the graph complement implied by Go, but this is not generally

true if reads are shorter than the length of the sequence.

C. Reconstructing Quasispecies from Reads

Reconstructing quasispecies sequences from NGS reads is

informed by both differences between reads (to distinguish

sequences) and overlaps between reads (to extend sequences).

In terms of the graph representations, quasispecies spectra can

be inferred where connected subgraphs of the conflict and

overlap graphs intersect.

We refer to these subgraphs as neighborhood conflict

graphs, G(V ′, E′) (see Algorithm 1). For a constant depth

of coverage, longer reads will lead to sequence regions which

encompass larger spans of the sequence, while for shorter read

lengths, inferences may only be made on pockets of variation

within the genome.

Within the neighborhood conflict graph the objective is to

partition the vertices into a minimal number of non-conflicting

independent sets. This is equivalent to a vertex graph coloring

problem, which is known to be NP-Hard [50], but with data

1  GAA-ATT
2  GAC-ATT
3  GAA--TTC
4  GAC--TTC
5 AGA---TTC
6 AGA---TTC

1 2

3 4

5 6

1 2

3 4

5 6

Thursday, October 13, 2011

Fig. 1: A trivial “toy” example of 6 paired-end reads with

inserts ranging from 1-3bp (left) of 2 quasispecies sequences

(represented by blue and gray). The conflict graph (middle)

and an overlap graph with an overlap threshold of 5 (right) are

shown. Reads 1, 2, 3, and 4, define a neighborhood conflict

graph for which 1 and 3 are assigned a single color and 2

and 4 are assigned a second color. Characters in reads 5 and 6

exhibit no conflicts, reflecting conserved positions which are

included in all quasispecies sequences.

reduction and a constraint programming (CP) formulation, use-

ful solutions can be obtained within acceptable computation

times. This framework naturally permits paired-end and other

non-contiguous reads, as the discontinuous character of the

reads does not change the construction of the conflict and

overlap graphs.

The set of vertices in this graph is further reduced by

collapsing redundant reads. Redundancy is defined in terms of

the graph data structures rather than the span of the reads. Due

to the distances between variable positions in the sequence,

it is common for reads to span different sequence positions,

yet share the same set of edges. Groups of such vertices

are collapsed into a single vertex to create a homomorphism

of the neighborhood conflict graph. A proper coloring of a

homomorphism is also a valid coloring of the original graph

[51]. In the limit that the read length is the length of the

sequence and coverage depth is high, this simple reduction will

produce a complete graph in which each vertex corresponds

to a distinct quasispecies sequence.

We use a simple Bron-Kerbosch algorithm with pivot ver-

tices to identify maximal cliques in the graph [52]. This

provides a lower bound to the chromatic number of the CP

[51] and also introduces a distinctness constraint on vertices

within cliques. The colors of the maximal clique are also

assigned a fixed set of colors 1...s where s is the size of the

maximal clique, reducing the domain of the search space by

eliminating equivalent solutions. Constraint programming was

implemented using C++ and the Gecode constraint program-

ming library [48]. A branch and bound best solution search

[53] was used with the number of colors as a cost function

along with the following constraints:

• C1 : The colorings of the maximal clique in H are fixed

as 1, ..., s, where s is the size of the maximal clique.

• C2 : All colors of cliques in H are distinct

• C3 : Colors of vertices connected by edges in H are

distinct.
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Fig. 2: Conflict graphs using read lengths of short (50 bp top

left, 100 bp top right) and long (300 bp bottom left, 600

bp bottom right) contiguous reads sampled from Patient ID

P00001 in [54]. Vertices in the graph represent reads while

edges represent conflicting sequences between overlapping

reads. Only a small number of samples was used to generate

these graphs for the sake of clarity. Colors shown correspond

to the underlying quasispecies sequences used to generate the

graph.

Once a coloring of H is obtained, these quasispecies se-

quence assignments are propogated back to the reads modeled

by H to obtain quasispecies assignments for each read. Con-

served sequence positions are also added to generate model

sequences (see Figure 3). Figure 1 illustrates a toy example

of how reads encode conflict and overlap graphs.

D. Simulation and Evaluation

A read sampling simulator was written in C++ to evaluate

the reconstruction. The simulation allows for either contiguous

or paired-end fragments to be randomly sampled from an

underlying set of known quasispecies sequences. Quasispecies

sequences were obtained from a clonal sequencing study of

the HIV-1 pol gene by Bacheler et al [54] available online at

the Los Alamos HIV Database [55]. Initial simulations were

performed to examine the qualitative characteristics of conflict

graphs as read characteristics were varied.

Simulations of 10,000 150 x 2 bp paired-end reads with

inserts varying uniformly from 0 to 100 bp were sampled

from clonal sequences of two patients (patient ID P00001

and P00005) with relatively high number of clonal sequences

available (49 and 42, respectively) [54]. An overlap threshold

of 295 bp was used to construct the overlap graph. Re-

constructed quasispecies subsequences were then compared

to the generating set of quasispecies spectra to evaluate the

reconstruction.

III. RESULTS

To test the utility of this approach, clonal sequences [54]

were used to simulate sampling and test quasispecies sequence

reconstruction. These sequences consist of 984 bp from the pol

gene region of the HIV-1 genome.

Figure 2 shows examples of conflict graphs using a small

number of reads for clarity. Connected components in the

conflict graph reflect sequence regions of pol for which vari-

ation distinguishes reads in different quasispecies sequences.

In situations where reads are shorter than a conserved portion

of the sequence, distinct connected components in the conflict

graph will result (2 top left), independent of depth of coverage.

Inferences can be made within local regions, but a larger re-

construction from read consistency alone will have degenerate

solutions (many of which will be false recombinants) unless

additional assumptions regarding long-range characteristics are

incorporated.

Simulations of paired end reads were performed on clonal

sequencing data of 2 patients from [54] having relatively larger

numbers of quasispecies sequences available. Our method

produces a set of conservative subsequence quasispecies, with

reconstructed subsequences filling in a range of 878 to 911

of the 984 characters in the generating sequences. These

reconstructed quasispecies subsequences are aggregated from

read sets of varying sizes, from less than 10 to 410 reads.

Of the 36 quasispecies subsequences reconstructed for pa-

tient P00001, 32/36 (89%) represent subsequences of true

quasispecies sequences, 16 of which map uniquely to a single

true quasispecies sequence, while 4 reconstructed sequences

did not correspond to a true quasispecies sequence. Of the 60

model quasispecies subsequences reconstructed for P00005,

54/60 (90%) represent subsequences of true quasispecies se-

quences, 36 of which map uniquely to a single true quasi-

species sequence, while 7 of reconstructed sequences did not

correspond to a true quasispecies sequence. Overall these

results reflect a relatively small proportion of false positive

sequences, and may be further improved by either longer read

lengths or higher coverage coupled with a more stringent over-

lap threshold. Figure 3 shows a summary of the reconstruction

pipeline.

These simulations and reconstructions were able to run on a

desktop computer within 10 hours. We expect that larger-scale

simulations and reconstructions at higher coverage should be

tractable on an average computing cluster.

IV. DISCUSSION

Here we have developed and tested a method which con-

tributes three new perspectives to the quasispecies reconstruc-

tion problem: 1) A dual graph representation of the distinct-

ness and relatedness between reads which is amenable to

conservative interpretation of short reads and non-contiguous

reads. This representation lends itself to non-contiguous reads

(e.g. paired end or mate pair sequencing) because the algo-

rithm does not use an ordering of the reads with respect

to the genome, only the consistency/conflict between reads

is utilized. 2) We suggest the intersections of the connected

components of the overlap and conflict graphs as a local unit

of data-supported inference. The goal of the approach is to

infer quasispecies spectra within tractable domains even if
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Subsequence
QS Assignment

Raw
Reads

Conservative QS Reconstruction

Positions/Characters 
Shared by All Reads 1 : 

2 : B.US.-.040F11
3 : B.US.-.121C08
4 : 
5 : B.US.-.070C02
6 : B.US.-.000A01D
7 : 
8 : 
9 :  
10 : B.US.-.088C09
11 : B.US.-.121C03
12 : B.US.-.088D01
13 : B.US.-.040B05
14 : B.US.-.070C03,B.US.-.070C05,B.US.-.070C07,...
15 : B.US.-.070C04
16 : B.US.-.070C06
17 : B.US.-.070C07
18 : B.US.-.088D04
19 : B.US.-.070C02,B.US.-.070C04,B.US.-.088C09,...
20 : B.US.-.121C05
21 : B.US.-.121C03
22 : B.US.-.070C07
23 : B.US.-.070C02,B.US.-.070C05,B.US.-.070C06,...
24 :
25 : B.US.-.088D01
26 : B.US.-.088C09
27 : B.US.-.121C03
28 : B.US.-.040B02,B.US.-.040F11
29 : B.US.-.070C02,B.US.-.070C04,B.US.-.088C09,...
30 : B.US.-.070C05,B.US.-.088C10
31 : B.US.-.088D08
32 : B.US.-.070C02,B.US.-.070C04,B.US.-.088C09,...
33 : B.US.-.070C01
34 : B.US.-.088D01
35 : B.US.-.121C08
36 : B.US.-.121C05
37 : B.US.-.070C02,B.US.-.070C04,B.US.-.088D05,...
38 : B.US.-.088D03
39 : B.US.-.070C02,B.US.-.070C04,B.US.-.088D03,...
40 : B.US.-.121C03
41 : B.US.-.070C02,B.US.-.070C05,B.US.-.070C07,...
42 : B.US.-.070C04
43 : B.US.-.088D01
44 : B.US.-.088D06
45 : B.US.-.070C02,B.US.-.070C05,B.US.-.070C06,...
46 : B.US.-.040B02,B.US.-.040F11
47 : B.US.-.070C02,B.US.-.070C04,B.US.-.088D03,...
48 : B.US.-.070C05,B.US.-.088C10
49 : B.US.-.040F11
50 : B.US.-.040B01
51 : B.US.-.070C02,B.US.-.070C04,B.US.-.070C07,...
52 : B.US.-.070C06
53 : B.US.-.070C05,B.US.-.088C10
54 : B.US.-.088D07
55 : B.US.-.040B02,B.US.-.040F11
56 : B.US.-.040F01
57 : B.US.-.040F08
58 : B.US.-.040B03
59 : B.US.-.070C02,B.US.-.070C04,B.US.-.088D03,...
60 : B.US.-.070C03

Comparison with
Underlying QS

Tuesday, September 20, 2011

Fig. 3: The QS reconstruction pipeline can be seen as a data reduction which aims to limit false explanatory sequences.

The process starts with raw reads (left). These are aggregated into tractable quasispecies subsequences supported by read

conflicts and overlap, as discussed in the methods. Using the mapped reads, sequence positions which are perfectly conserved

across reads (top) are also incorporated to construct an explanatory set of quasispecies subsequences (center, labeled

“conservative quasispecies reconstruction”, each row corresponds to the sequence obtained from a set of non-conflicting reads,

columns correspond to sequence positions, and colors correspond to sequence characters - A=red, C=green, G=blue, T=white,

undetermined=gray). Reconstruction is conservative in that the majority of these subsequences match at least one true underlying

sequence (54/60 for P00005, shown in this figure). 36 of these quasispecies sequences contain sufficient information to map

uniquely to an underlying quasispecies sequence.

short read lengths render full-length sequence reconstructions

indeterminate. 3) We devise a method of data reduction

and graph coloring using constraint programming to obtain

optimal quasispecies sequence partitions within clusters of

related reads and demonstrate its utility in making conservative

sequence reconstructions using actual clonal sequence data.

Additional challenges remain before methods such as these

will be widely adopted. Most importantly is to connect these

methods to robust experimental and analytical error correction

procedures [44], [46], [56]. Secondly, improving the perfor-

mance of the constraint programming optimization will allow

for denser, more extensive reconstructions. Consideration of

additional/alternative constraints and cost functions could also

improve the quality of the reconstruction. Alternatively, meta-

heurstics can also be considered in place of CP. Although the

size of the current simulations may appear relatively small

compared to the number of raw reads which can be obtained

by NGS, error correction procedures and stringent overlap

thresholds will also reduce the size of the read set by several

orders of magnitude. This is especially true of paired-end

and mate-pair designs with variable insert sizes where high

coverage is required to obtain overlapping reads. Thirdly,

other approaches have provided useful methods of estimating

quasispecies sequence prevalences in addition to enumerat-

ing the set of quasispecies sequences [29]–[32], [44]. While

the focus on conservative subsequence quasispecies spectra

here is somewhat different from the previous approaches,

generalization of the method into an appropriate form of

population estimation will need to be examined. Finally, while

the primary motivation for this work was to create a simple,

easily-applied, practical tool, theoretical implications remain

to be explored. Connections to graph coloring, refinement

of the constraint programming algorithm, and more realistic
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probabilistic modeling of the sampling and reconstruction

processes will greatly improve our understanding of the

quasispecies reconstruction problem. Further development of

these and other quasispecies reconstruction approaches will

add functionality to new sequencing technologies and aid in

reducing large-scale sequencing data into a physiologically

meaningful, interpretable form.

V. CONCLUSION

The quasispecies reconstruction problem remains an impor-

tant challenge in utilizing next generation sequencing data for

HIV. We have introduced a new representation and algorithm

which can be used for conservative quasispecies sequence re-

constructions using short read data and non-contiguous reads.
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